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K Y B E R N E T I K A - V O L U M E 21 (1985), N U M B E R 2 

A LOCAL STRUCTURE 
OF STATIONARY PERFECTLY NOISELESS CODES 
BETWEEN STATIONARY NON-ERGODIC SOURCES 

III: Relative Isomorphism of Non-Ergodic Transformations 

STEFAN SUJAN 

The general results from Part I are applied in order to extend Thouvenot's relative isomorphism 
theorem to aperiodic non-ergodic transformations and processes, and to classes of processes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a continuation of the first two parts under the same title, hereafter 
referred to as [I] and [II]. Throughout the paper references to these papers are 
indicated by writing, e.g., Lemma 1.1, formula (H.9), etc. References [1 — 19] are 
listed at the end of [I], [20-38] at the end of [II], remaining ones, starting with 
[39], are listed at the end of this paper. The bibliographical data of [34—36] are 
completed in the list of references as well, these papers being already published. 

In [I, II, 35] we investigated the local structure of (mod 0) isomorphisms between 
stationary non-ergodic processes and applied the general results to a number of con
crete isomorphism problems. In this paper we address the same problem within 
the setup of the relative isomorphism theory developed by Thouvenot [44]. 

Thouvenot studied the following generalization of Ornstein's isomorphism problem. 
Let (X, Y) be a pair process where X is a stationary and ergodic process with a finite 
state space and Y is a stationary independent process statistically independent of X. 
The problem is to determine all pair processes (U, V) for which there is a process Z 
such that 
(a) (X, Z) and (X, Y) are almost surely stationary codings of each other, and 
(b) dist (X, Z) = dist (U, V). 
In this case the pair processes (X, Y) and (U, V) are said to be relatively isomorphic 
(this formulation is due to Kieffer [41]; we shall use a slightly more general one). 
Thouvenot proved that the conditions H(X, Y) = H(U, V), dist X = dist U, plus 
a relativized version of Ornstein's finitely determined property (FD) of V relative 
to U completely characterize such processes. 
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Unlike in the preceding papers we incline here to the setup of automorphisms 
of Lebesgue probability spaces and processes induced by finite partitions (this setup 
has been developed systematically in [12], see also [15, 42], and the recent survey 
[43]) rather than the processes on sequence spaces. This allows us for avoiding 
complicated notations, and the reader familiar with the "translation rules" from [43] 
can without problems pass from one setup to the other. 

2. ERGODIC DECOMPOSITION 

In order to help an information theorist to clarify the relations between the two fra
mes mentioned above, we describe here the ergodic decomposition (cf. [I, Section 2]) 
in the abstract setup of Lebesgue spaces. We assume that all spaces (X, 3F, p) in this 
paper are Lebesgue spaces with continuous (non-atomic) measures. T: X -» X will 
always be an automorphism. Partitions measurable in the sense of [15] will be 
called Rokhlin measurable, while a measurable partition will always mean an at 
most countable partition whose atoms are measurable sets. 

Let £ be a Rokhlin measurable partition of X and X | £ the corresponding factor 
space. We convert X | £ into a probability space with the aid of the natural factor 
mapping H( :X -* X j £ which assigns to each xeX that element CeX | £ contain
ing x. We put &( = {£ <= X : H f 1E e J*"} and /u((E) = p,(H(

 lE), E e &(. The space 
thus obtained is again a Lebesgue space. A family (pc; C e X | £) is said to be a canoni
cal system of measures associated with £ if 
(a) for almost any C there exists a <r-field &c such that (C, #"c, pc) is a Lebesgue 

space, and 
(b) for each F e SF the mapping CI-* fic(C n F) is almost everywhere defined, 

measurable, and 

џ(F) = ľ џc(CnF)áџ( 

Jx\t 

(see (1.21) for an analogous formula). Let £ be, in addition, also invariant in the 
sense that any of its elements is invariant. Thus, if C e X | £ the T acts only inside C 
so that we can think of Tc = T | C as of an automorphism of the Lebesgue space 
(C, J^c, pc). We denote by £0 the (mod 0) coarsest partition within the family of all 
invariant, Rokhlin measurable partitions £ such that Tc is ergodic for all C e X | £. 
The family (Tc; C e X | £0) is said to be the ergodic decomposition of the auto
morphism T. 

Let P = (P i , . . . , Pk) be a measurable partition of X. We denote by (T P) the 
corresponding process [12]. Any process (T P) determines a factor of T, namely, 
the action of T on the measure space (X, (P)T, p.), where (P)T is the invariant c-field 

V TP. We denote that factor by (T, (P)T), and call the process (T, P) ergodic 

if (T, (P)T) is ergodic, i.e., if (P)T n {F e P\ T" XF = F} = {0, X} mod 0. In parti-
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cular, if (T, P) is ergodic and P is a generating partition (that is, (P)T = ^ mod 0; 
here we allow also for countable partitions) then Titself is ergodic. In fact, its ergodic 
decomposition is then mod 0 trivial. 

If Ce F and P = (P1;..., Pk) we put P c = (P, n C, ...,Pkn C). In particular, 
if C e X | Co then the process (Tc, Pc) defined on (C, ^c, fic) is said to be an ergodic 
component of the process (T,P). (Note: any CeX\ C can be considered also as 
a subset of X). Since /ic is concentrated on C, the processes (Tc, Pc) and (T Pc) are 
identical mod fic, however, they may be quite different mod fi. 

If P and Q are finite measurable partitions of X, the process (T P v Q) is called 
a pair process. If (X, Y) is a stationary process such that X and Yeach have a finite 
state space, then (X, Y) can be identified with (T Px v Py), where Px and P, are the 
state space partitions. Thus, the two descriptions of pair processes are essentially 
equivalent. Of course, the ergodic decomposition result applies to stationary pair 
processes as well. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF RELATIVE ISOMORPHISMS 

If P = (Pj,..., Pk) is an ordered partition of X, we denote by |p | ( = fe) its cardin
ality and by dist(P) the ordered /c-tuple (fi(Plt..., fi(Pk)). Given two processes 
(T,P) and (T,F) (on possibly different probability spaces) we write (T P) ~ (T P) 

if dist (V T~'P) = dist (V T~'F) for all n = 1. 
i = l i = l 

Definition 1. Two automorphisms Tand Tof Lebesgue spaces (X, J%/i)and(X,,F, fi) 
are said to be relatively isomorphic if there exist finite measurable partitions P, Q 
of X, F, Q of X, and an isomorphism q>: (X, J5", fi) -» (X, IF, fi) such that 

(a) (P v Q)T = & mod 0 , (P v Q)T = W mod 0 , 

(b) q>o T= Top mod 0, and 

(c) (p(Q) = Q mod 0. 

Remark 1. Thus two automorphisms T and T are relatively isomorphic if and 
only if there exist pair processes (T P v Q) and (T, P v Q) such that each carries 
the whole information about the underlying c-field, and the processes are relatively 
isomorphic (relative to the factors (T, Q) and (T, Qj). Of course, we can define also 
the relative isomorphism of pair processes instead of the transformations themselves, 
in which case the assumption that the partitions generate can be removed. It is easy 
to check that we get a definition of relative isomorphism equivalent to that one 
introduced in Section 1. More precisely, two pair processes (X, Y) and (U, V) are 
relatively isomorphic in the sense of Section 1 if and only if the pair processes. 
(T Px v Py) and (T, P„ v Pv) are. 
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The results of this section constitute a relativized counterpart of [I] . The first 
result tells us that a relative isomorphism cp between Tand T splits into a measurable 
family of "local" relative isomorphisms between the corresponding ergodic 
components. 

Theorem 1. Let T on (X, W, fi) and T on (X, W, /i) be relatively isomorphic via 
an isomorphism <p : X -» X. Then the following assertion are true: 

(a) for /iJo almost every C e X | Co there is a unique C e X \ £0 and for /!•„ almost 
every C e X | Co there is a unique C e X | Co such that <jt>(C) = C. 

(b) Let us put for CeX \ Co(mod /i?o) and for x e C(mod /tc) (pc(x) = </>(x). If 
C e X | Co and if C e X | Co corresponds to C by assertion (a) (this takes place 
for almost all C), then </»c is an isomorphism from (C, J5^, //c) to (C, JFC, /lc) 
which makes Tand Trelatively isomorphic. 

(c) Let F : X | Co x X -* X be mod 0 defined by the properties that F(C, x) = 
= cpc(x). Then F is (Wio x J^, jF)-measurable. 

Proof. The "non-relative" isomorphism part can be obtained exactly as in [I] 
(in fact, the proof there was made within the frame of induced shifts on sequence 
spaces but it can be translated into the present setup without problems). Hence, 
for almost all C e X \ C0, if C e X | C0 corresponds to C then we have an isomorphism 
<pc from (C, Wc, nc) to (C, Wc, fie) such that <pc 0 Tc = Tc o </>c- According to Defini
tion 1 it remains to prove that 

(d) there exist finite partitions P', Q' of C and P', Q' of C such that (P' v Q')Tc = 

= #c m o d °> (I5' v Q'hc = ^C m o d °> a n d 

(e) <?c(Q') = 5'-
In order to prove (d) recall from Section 2 that the processes (T Pc) and (Tc, Pc) 
can be considered as identical on (C, Wc, \ic). If (P v Q)T = J5" mod p, then for 
almost all C 6 X | C0 we have (P v Q)Tc = W mod /ic (this is easy to check directly 
or, consult [19]). But J^ = J^c

 m o d / ( c so that (T v Q)Tc = ^ m o d /ic. Con
sequently, (P v g ) r c = (Pc v Qc)rc

 m o d '"c- l n this way we obtain 

Ho{C eX | C0 : (Pc v Qc)rc = ^ c mod fic} = 1 , 

/7?0{C e X | Co : (PC v 5C)TC = ^ c m od /ic} = 1 . 

It follows that (d) is valid if P' = Pc, Q' = Qc, P' = Pc, and Q' = Qc. It remains 
to prove that with this choice also (e) is valid. Now (e)can be rewritten in the form 

(f) /^CeX|C0 :r/>c(ec) = ec} = l, 
where C corresponds to C by assertion (a). 

We prove (f) indirectly. Hence, suppose there is a set G e J 5^ with fiio(G) > 0 
and cpc(Qc) 4= Qc for any CeG. Thus, if C 6 G we find D e Qc and D1,D~2e Qc 
such that 

(g) <Pc(D) n jji * 0 mod 0, <j»c(D) n 5 2 4= 0 mod 0. 
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Find Q, 6 Q with Q; n C = Z> and Qu Q2eQ with D. = Q j O C, 2>2 = Q2 n_C. 
Since <p(Q) = Q we can find Qu Q2 e Q such that (p(Qi) = Qx and q>(Q2) = Q2. 
We easily get 

9(Qi) n <j»(e.) * 0 mod 0 , <p(Qt) n <p(Q2) * 0 mod 0 . 

Because q>(Q) is again a partition mod 0, the latter relations imply that Qt = Ql mod 0 
and Q,- = Q2 mod 0. Consequently, Q; = Qx n Q2 mod 0, i.e., Q; = 0 mod 0. But 
this contradicts (g) so that (f) must be valid proving the theorem. • 

Our next aim is to deduce a converse to Theorem 1. The converse for non-relative 
isomorphisms was also obtained in [ i ] . However, because of the generating hypothesis 
(a) in Definition 1 we cannot immediately use that result. Rather, we must combine 
it with ideas used to get an extension of Krieger's finite generator theorem to aperiodic 
non-ergodic transformations (see [19] or [35]). To this end observe the following. 
There exists an additional natural necessary condition for the relative isomorphism 
of transformations T and T If T and T are such then (a) of Definition 1 says there 
exist pairs (P, Q) and (P, Q) of finite generating partitions. But if P partitions X and 
if CeX | £0 is given, then at most \P\ atoms of P intersect C so that \PC\ < |P|. 
Since the partitions (Pc , Qc) and (Pc, Qc) have been shown to fulfil the requirements 
for the relative isomorphism of Tc and Tc, a natural necessary condition reads: 

ess sup {[Pc v Qc\ : C e X \ C0 mod ju?0} = K < oo , 

and similarly for the second pair of partitions. Now we shall prove that if these 
conditions are added to those ones obtained in Theorem 1, we get a relative iso
morphism between Tand T themselves. 

Theorem 2. Let Ton (X, &, n) and Ton (X, W, p) be given. Suppose that 

(a) for nCo almost all C e X | £0 there is an isomorphism cpc : (C, SFC, nc) -» 
-> (C, Wc, jic) (C = cpc(C)) which makes Tc and Tc relatively isomorphic, 

(b) for any F e W, 

H(F)=\ fe(CnF)dfe(C) 

(in the formula, C = <pc(C) so that the expression on its right hand side makes 
sense), 

(c) the mapping (C, x) i-> cpc(x) :X\£0 x X -> X is (3F^a x 3F, ̂ -measurable, and 
(d) if P(C), Q(C), P(C), and Q(C) are finite partitions which correspond to <pc 

according to Definition 1, then the functions Ci->|P(C) v Q(C)| and Ci-> 
h-> |P(C) v Q(C)| are essentially bounded (relative to the measures pCo on X | Co 
and pto on X | Co)-

Then T and T are relatively isomorphic. 

Remark 2 (Correction to [I]). By a misprint, a condition like (b) above was for
gotten in the formulation of Theorem 1.2, though it was used in the proof. The point 
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is that without (b) we merely can compose the local isomorphisms into a single 
stationary code, but do not know whether its range is almost all of X, for without 
(b) there may exists additional ergodic components in (X, W, fi, T). Thus, (a), (c), 
and (d) just entail Tis a factor of T 

Proof of Theorem 2. First consider the mappings q>c as non-relative isomorphisms. 
Then (a), (b) and (c) imply as in [I] (cf. the preceding remark) the existence of a global 
isomorphism <p : (X, W, /*) -> (X, W, p.) for which cp 0 T = To cp mod 0. 

Condition (d) ensures that the non-ergodic extension of Krieger's finite generator 
theorems works [35, 19]. Consequently, there exist finite generating partiti
ons R of X and R of X. Since |p | . | g | >j |P v Q\ and since only non-degenerate 
( |g | 2 2) partitions Q are of interest, it may happen that R is not expressible in the 
form P v Q, where |P| g> 2, \Q\ 2 2. However, we can refine R if necessary and 
thus assume that R = P v Q. Similar remarks apply to R which from now on is 
also assumed to take on the form P v Q. 

We are not sure that Q and Q just chosen are appropriate. But we claim that we 
always can find appropriate ones. For, suppose that for any pairs (P, Q) and (P, Q) 
of generating partitions the isomorphism q> has the property that cp(Q) 4= Q. Since 
Wc = WnC,Wc = WnC,Tc = T\C, and % = T| C, the conditions that 

(P(C) v Q(C))Tc = Wc mod 0 , (P(C) v Q(C))Tv = Wc mod 0 

entail that there exist generating pairs (P, Q) and (P, Q) such that P(C) = P c , 
S(C) = S o ^(C) = Ic> a n d Q{C) = 5c- F r o m the construction of cp in [I] it follows 
that 

/<Co{C e X | Co : <P | C = <Pc} = 1. 

Summarizing all this we get the conclusion 

fy0{C eX \Co '• <Pc is n o t a relative isomorphism} > 0 , 

and this contradicts (a). • 

In particular, we get the following relative isomorphism theorem for processes 
(see Remark l). 

Corollary 3. Two aperiodic pair processes (T, P v Q) on (X, W, fi) and (T, P v Q) 
on (X, W, /l) are relatively isomorphic relative to factor processes (T, Q) and (T, Q) 
if and only if the sets of their ergodic components ((Tc, P c v Qc) : C e X | £0) and 
((Tc, Pc v Qc) : C e X | Co) c a n be mod 0 decomposed into pairs (Tc, P c v Qc), 
(Tc, P c v Qc) of pair processes which are relatively isomorphic relative to factor 
processes (Tc, Qc) and (Tc, Qc). 

Remark 3. In Theorems 1 and 2 the transformations T and T were aperiodic 
because of our assumption that the measures n and p. were continuous. However, 
if T is aperiodic then we cannot assert the same for any process (T, P), and that is 
why an additional aperiodicity assumption occurs in the preceding corollary. 
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4. MIXTURES OF PAIR PROCESSES 

First let us recall Thouvenot's relative isomorphism theorem. To this end we 
introduce the following concepts. If P and Q are finite ordered partitions such that 
\P\ = \0\ = k> then the strong partition distance is defined by 

\ p - Q\ = X>CPiAG.), 
; = 1 

where A stands for the symmetric difference. Of course, one can extend this to parti
tions with inequal numbers of atoms. 

Definition 2. Let (T P v Q) on (X, W, \x) and (T, P v Q) on (X, W, p.) be ergodic 
pair processes such that \p\ = |p | and (T Q) ~ (T, Q). The relative d-distance is 
defined by 

h,(L(T>P v Q)> (T> P v 5)] = sup d'[(T P v Q), (T, P v Q)] , 
" _ 1 

where n_l 

d"[(T, P v Q), (T P v g)] = inf n'1 ~~ ^ (T 'P ) - T'P\ , 
i/< i = 0 

and the infimum is taken over all isomorphisms \}i :X -+ X such that 

HV T~'Q) = Vf ' ' _ , m = 1, 2, ... . 
1=0 1=0 

Definition 3 [44]. An ergodic pair process (T, P v Q) is called Q-relatively finitely 
determined (FD) if for each s > 0 there exists a (5 > 0 and a positive integer n such 
that for any ergodic pair process (T', P' v Q') the conditions that |p| = |P'|,(T, g ) ~ 

- ( r , Q'), 
| t t (T ,P v Q) - H(T, P' v Q')\ < 5 , 

| d i s t ( V T - ' ( P v e ) ) - d i s t ( \ / ( T ' ) - ; ( P ' v Q'))\ <5 
;=o /=o 

imply 
dQ.Qi(T,Pv Q), (T',P' v Q')-] <s. 

Here, |dist (P) - dist (Q)\ = X|^(I*i) _ ^ '(Q0| i s t h e w e a k partition distance. 
Alternate definitions of relative 3-distance and of relativized FD property in terms 
of processes considered in the introduction are given in [41]. Our Definition 2 is 
taken from [39]. Of course, several other approaches to the relative d-distance are 
possible paralleling the non-relative case (for the latter consult [29] or [12, Appendix 
C]). 

Here is the result of Thouvenot we wish to generalize to non-ergodic automorphisms 
and non-ergodic pair processes, respectively. 

Theorem 4 (Thouvenot). Let (T P v Q) on (X, W, \i) and (T P v Q) on (X, ¥, p.) 
be two ergodic pair processes. Suppose 
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(a) (P v Q)T = & mod 0, (P v Q)T = F mod 0 , 
(b) (T, P v Q) is Q-relatively FD, (T P v g) is g-relatively FD, 
(c) H(T) = H(T), and 

(d) (T 2) - (T g). 
Then Tand Tare relatively isomorphic relative to the factors (T g) and (T, Q). 

The following idea is valid generally. Suppose Tis a non-ergodic transformation 
and almost all its ergodic components Tc belong to a class 3" of ergodic transforma
tion for which /(•) is a complete numerical invariant, i.e., T T' e 3~ are isomorphic 
if and only if l(T) = l(T'). Then the distribution function 

t^^a{CeX\{0:l(Tc) < t} 

is a complete isomorphism invariant for the class of transformations having ergodic 
components in ST. In [II] this was proved when l(T) = H(T) and ZT was just a class of 
Bernoulli shifts. This is easy to generalize to non-ergodic pair processes such that 
their ergodic components each have the same factor: 

Theorem 5. Let Tand Tbe non-ergodic automorphisms of (X, 3F', n) and (X, 3F, p.). 
Suppose 
(a) there exist ergodic processes (T, Q) and (T, Q) such that (T, Q) ~ (T Q), 

(b) there exist finite partitions P(C) of C and P(C) of C such that 

(P(C) v 0)Tc = SFC mod 0 , (P(C) v g ) r c = ^ c mod 0 , 

(c) (Tc, P(C) v Q) is Q-relatively FD and (Tc, P(C) v Q) is g-relatively FD, 
(d) ess sup {|P(C)| :CeX\C0 mod fi^} < oo, 

ess sup {|P(C)| : C e Z | Co m ° d i"?0} < °° > an^ 
(e) for any t > 0, 

HCo{C: H(TC, P(C) v 2 j <. /} = ^ 0 ( C : H(TC, P(C) v ^ l ] . 

Then Tand Tare relatively isomorphic relative to the factors (T, Q) and (T, 0). 

Proof. It suffices to verify the assumptions of Theorem 2. Since Q and Q are 
fixed, our assumption (d) is the same as (d) of Theorem 2. It remains to verify (a) —(c). 
We claim that (e) implies H(TC) = H(TC) in the following sense: for /iCo almost any 
CeX | C0 theie exists a Ce X | Co> and for /Z>0 almost any Ce X | Co there exists 
a C E J I Co such that H(TC) = H(Tc)- For suppose not. For the sake of concrete-
ness suppose there is a set G <= X | Co with A%(G) > 0 such that for any CeG, 
H(TC) 4= tf(Tc) for all C e X | C0- But then (d) is violated. 

Apply Theorem 4 to conclude that for nio almost all C e X | Co there is a C e X \ C0, 
and for /Z5o almost all C e X | Co there is a C 6 X \ C0 such that Tc and Tc are relatively 
isomorphic relative to the factors (T, Q) and (T, Q). This gives immediately (a) and (b) 
of Theorem 2, while (c) may be verified directly. Thus, an application of Theorem 2 
concludes the proof. Q 
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In case when T and T are allowed to possess different factors Q(C) and Q(C) for 
different ergodic components the situation becomes much more complicated. The 
problem, in light of the discussion preceding Theorem 5, is to characterize the 
condition that (Tc, Q(C)) ~ (Tc, Q(C)) by means of a numerical-like invariant. 
Since this condition is determined by a total of countably many conditions placed 
on finite probability vectors, we can construct a countably-dimensional distribution 
function characterizing ~ . Since different Q(C')'s may possess different numbers 
of atoms, however, it is not clear whether a single distribution function can work. 
On the other hand, we know that a necessary condition for relative isomorphism is 
essential boundedness of d - > | P ( C ) v Q(C)| so that the function Ch->|Q(C)| 
must be essentially bounded, too. LetK be the essential upper bound toCi-* |Q(C)|, 
and Lthat to Ct-> |Q(C)|. Then the distributions 

П - 1 

dist(vTc'Q(c)), dist(vrc'
iQ(c)) 

i = 0 i = 0 

can be considered as K", resp. L'-probability vectors for all C € X | (0 and all C e 
e X | (0. Hence, they are the elements of cubes [0, l ] K " and [0, i]L", n = L 2, .... 
There is a natural separable topology on the spaces [0, l ]m , and one can find an 
ordering -< such that the order topology is equivalent to the natural one. Let FIn(K) 
denote the ordered set ([0, l ]K", -<). Using the same arguments as in the proof 
of Theorem 5 we can derive the next assertion: 

Proposition 6. Let T and T be non-ergodic automorphisms of (X, S7, /.i) and 

(X, W, fi). Suppose that 

(a) almost all ergodic components Tc and Tc have generating pairs (P(C), Q(C)) 
and (P(C), Q(C)) of finite partitions such that (Tc, P(C) v Q(C)) is Q(C)-rela-
tively FD, and (Tc, P(C) v Q(C)) is Q(C)-relatively FD, 

(b) esssup{|P(C) v Q(C) 
esssup{|P(C) v Q(C) 

: CeX (0 mod îCo} < co, 

: C e X Co m ° d fii0} < °o, and 

(c) if K = ess sup |Q(C)| and L = ess sup |Q(C)|, then for all t ^ 0, nl e 

e77. (max{K,L}),n2e/J2(max{K,L}), . . . ,^{C : H(TC) £ t, dist (V Tc ' Q(c))-< 
1 - 1 i = 0 

<n„;n = 1,2,...} = fila{C : H(TC) ^ t, dist ( V TC'Q(C)) <nn; n = 1 , 2 , . . . } . 
i = 0 

Then Tand Tare relatively isomorphic relative to the factors (T Q) and (T, Q) such 
that |Q| = |g | g min {K,L}. 

5. CLASSES OF PAIR PROCESSES 

As mentioned in the introduction to [I] (cf. [I] , pp. 362-363). Kieffer and Rahe 
[9] developed another approach to universal coding in ergodic theory. In this section 
we derive results in the spirit of [9] for the relative isomorphism setup. 
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Let T and T be non-ergodic automorphisms of Lebesgue spaces (X, $F, n) and 
(X, W, jl). Let (T, Q) ~ (T, Q) be fixed factor processes. Let <€ e #"Co and {T(C) : 
:CeV} c { T c : C e Z | C 0 } , {T(c) : C e ^ } c {Tc : G e J | £„}. We suppose that 
for each C e ^ there exist partitions P(C) and ?(C) such that (T(C), P(C) v Q) is 
e-relatively FD, (T(C), P(C) v Q) is Q-relatively FD, and H(T(C), P(C) v g) = 
= if (T(C), P(C) v g). In particular, the processes (T(C), P(C) v Q) and (T(C), 
P(C) v Q) are relatively isomorphic via an isomorphism denoted by (p(C). 

Let C e f . By our assumptions there exist sets C_ e l | £0 and C~ e X | £0
 s u c n 

that T(C) = Tc and T(C) = Tc . The problem we address in this section is whether 
there is a single isomorphism (p : X -> X such that, if C e <g" and C^ e A' [ Co, C~ e 

e A7 | Co correspond to it, then <p(C) = (pc (i.e., <pc (C„) = £„)• 

In other words, we ask whether there is an isomorphism independent of C e (€ 
such that, for each C e <€, cp establishes the relative isomorphism between the pro
cesses (T(C), P(C) v Q) and (T(C), P(C) v Q). 

On the first step we shall show there exist "universal" partitions R and R of the 
two spaces such that (T(C), R v Q) = (T(C), P(C) v Q) mod 0 on C, and similarly 
for the second transformation. That is, we construct pair processes for which the 
given classes constitute their ergodic decompositions. Then we shall apply Theorem 2 
and construct from local isomorphisms <p(C) a global isomorphism cp which will make 
the processes (T ,R v Q) and (T, R v Q) relatively isomorphic. This will be the 
desired cp, for its restrictions in the sense described above in the preceding section 
will be just the prescribed (p(C)'s. 

This way seems to be a little roundabout for one could directly define a probability 
measure jl on the space (f6, 3Flo n <€) which is the mixture of measures corresponding 
to the given class of pair processes. However, in this case we would have no means 
of control concerning the relations between ft and the original measure ft. Conse
quently, the resulting isomorphism could not be considered, in general, as an iso
morphism from (X, J% fi) to (X, &', ft). 

The existence of partitions R and R will be deduced from a universal selection 
theorem of Kieffer and Rahe [9]. To this end define 

f(C,R) = dQ,Q[(T(C),R v Q),(T(C),P(C) v Q)] . 

Proposition 7. Suppose the hypotheses listed in the second paragraph of this 
section are satisfied. Then the function/(C, R) has the following properties: 

(a) for each fixed Ce <€, R i->j(C, R) is continuous relative to the strong partition 
distance, and for each fixed R, C h^-f(C, R) is measurable, 

(b) for each fixed Ce^, for any e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 such that if f(C, R) < 8 
then there exists a partition R with/(C, R) < e and \R — R| < 6, and 

(c) for each C e <€ there is a partition R(C) such that/(C , R(C)) = 0. 

Proof. In orderjo prove (c) put R(C) = P(C). The measurability assertion in (a) 
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can be verified easily. Let us check continuity. By definition, 

\f(C,R(k))-f(C,R)\ = 

= | sup infn- 1 "i)>KT(Cy R(k)) - T(C);P(C)| -
» g l <l> i' = 0 

- sup infn- 1 "£ty(T(Cy R) - T(C);P(C)|| . 
n g l ,// ; = o 

If |R(fc) - R\ -» 0 then |T(C) ; R(/c) - T(C); R| ^ 0 for each i ^ 0. Hence |iA(T(C);. 
. R(k)) - t>(T(C);R)\ -• 0, too. But Q and Q are common to all C e « so that the 
infima in both expressions are over the same set. Consequently, from 

|^(T(C);R(fc)) - T(C);P(C)| - |^(T(C) ;R) - T(C);P(C)| 

it follows that \f(C, R(k)) - f(C, R)\ -» 0. This proves (a). 
Assertion (b) constitutes a relativized version of Ornstein's central copying argument 

[12]. It follows directly from the strong form of Thouvenot's relative isomorphism 
theorem due to Kieffer [41]. • 

Remark 4. Thouvenot's original proof of (b) (see also Fieldsteel [39] for the flow 
case) is rather complicated. Kieffer [41] developed a simple proof based essentially 
on only the Slepian-Wolf theorem of information theory. 

Theorem 8. Suppose the hypotheses listed at the beginning of this section are 
satisfied. Then there exists an isomorphism cp such that if C e # and C^ eX I Co 
corresponds to C, then the processes (T(C), P(C) v Q) and (T(C), P(C) v Q) are 
relatively isomorphic via the isomorphism q>c : C „ -* C„. 

Proof. Conclusions (a) and (b) of Proposition 7 say tha t / i s an admissible function 
in the sense of Kieffer and Rahe [9]. According to one of their universal selection 
theorems there is a partition R such that / (C, R) = 0 for all C e ^ , i.e., 

a2,s[(T(c),Rve),(T(c),p(c)vg)] = o. 

Combine this with the fact that T(C) = Tc . Then we have a pair process (T, R v Q) 
such that, for each Ce'tf, if C „ e X | C o corresponds to C, then the processes 
(Tc , Rc v Q) and (T(C), P(C) v Q) are relatively isomorphic. Since the argument 
is asymmetric, we conclude exactly in the same way that there exists a partition R 
such that for each C e l , the processes (T(C), P(C) v Q) and (Tc, Rc^ v Q) are 
relatively isomorphic. By triangle inequality (which can be used for all processes 
involved have common factors) 

3a.o[(-c..> & „ v Q), (Tc_, Rc^ v g)] g 

= 3fl.a[(-c.. ^c_ v g), (T(C), p(c) v e)] + 
+ dQ,Sr(c),P(c) v 2),(r(c),P(c) v e)] + 

+ 3Q,2[(T(C), P(C) v Q),(TC,RC^ v Q)] = 0 . 
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Consequently, for any Ce#, if C„eX\{0 and C_ e X | Co correspond to C, 
then the processes (Tc , Rc^ v Q) and (Tc , Rc_ v Q) are relatively isomorphic. 
It remains to apply Corollary 3. • 

Remark 5. Our proof does not seem to work for processes having different factors 
for different C e c€. Indeed, we used the assumption on the existence of common 
factors in the proof of continuity of the function / (Proposition 7) and in the above 
proof when using the triangle inequality. However, it seems likely that such a more 
general result will also be valid. 

6. A CORRECTION NOTE 

John Kieffer kindly pointed out there is an error in Section 1.5, namely, that 
Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 are false and consequently the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.3 
are not correct. In this section we give another proofs without using the quoted 
lemmas. We shall use notation and concepts from [I] without comments. As men
tioned on p. 372 of [I] , an isomorphism <~ : Az -+ Bz k finitary if it has the following 
properties: 

(a) (<pu)0 is determined by un(,i\u), where n : Az -> N u {oo} is a measurable function 
with ji{u: n(u) < oo} = 1, and 

(b) ((p~1v)0 is determined by v'_(£>(v), where m : Bz-> N u {oo} is a measurable 
function with K{V : m(v) < oo} = 1. 

Theorem 1.3 asserts that if [A, / . ] , [B, x] are aperiodic and isomorphic via a finitary 
code (~ : Az -> Bz, then the local isomorphisms (~4, c, e QA, are also finitary. This 
follows easily from the canonical decomposition formula (1.21). Indeed, let Ee !F„ 
correspond to the set {ue Az : n(u) < oo} e s4z. In particular, mA(E) = 1. By (1.21) 

mA(E) = í mЛ[E n ') mA(dč) = L . 
Jo* 

Since m^E n c) ^ 1, the latter conclusion is possible only if 

(c) mA

0{QeQA:mi(EnQ) = 1} = 1 . 

Similarly, if F e &* corresponds to the set {v e Bz : m(v) < az-} then 

(d) mB

0{n 6 QB : mi\F n n) = 1} = 1. 

Now take <̂ e QA. Let (pi = q> | £, the restriction of <p onto £,, and let n = (pA[£). 
By Theorem 1.1, with probability one, tp. : C ~* n is an isomorphism. Since (c) and (d) 
are true, (p^ is finitary. 

Theorem 1.4 asserts the converse (see also Remark 2 above). Let <t> denote the set 
of all isomorphisms cpz -» Bz which have the local components ,(g>,; Q e QA). We 
assume that the (pts are finitary, i.e., (a) and (b) are satisfied for \x = m«, x = m„ 
(n = (f>s(£)), n = n$, m = m,, respectively. By Theorem 1.2, <5 4= 0. Suppose there 
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does not exist a finitary isomorphism (p e <P. Suppose (a) is falsified for each cp e & 
(for (b) we can proceed by symmetry). Thus we find a set E e 3~ such that fi(E) > 0 
and n(u) = oo for any ueE. Let Ee ^A correspond to £; in particular, mA(E) = 
= n(E) >0 . By (1.21) 

(e) mA{£eQA : m4(En £) > 0} > 0 . 

Indeed, if m((E n £) > 0 only with mg-probability zero, then m{(£ n £) = 0 
m^-almost everywhere, and this by (1.21) leads to mA(E) = 0; a contradiction. 
Take f from the set in (e). i.e.., m((En g) > 0. Since <p( is finitary, we have 
m({u : n((u) < oo} = 1. Hence 

(f) m([(E n£)n{u: n((u) < oo}] = m((E n ~) > 0 . 

But if u e E n £, then ((pu)0 = ((Pi")0 is determined only when knowing the entire 
sequence u. Thus, we cannot have (f). This implies 

mA{i; e QA : m([(£ n £) n'[n( < oo]] > 0} = 0 , 

i.e., 

mAS - QA • m£(£n ~) n [«. < oo]] = 0} = 1 . 

Since m([n( < oo] = 1, we get 

mA{HeQA:mi(Enl;) = 0} = 1 . 

Hence, again using (1.21) 

mA(£)= Г ms(£ n í)mÄ(á£) = 0, 
JQЛ 

a contradiction showing that 9 is a finitary code. Since the same arguments apply 
to (p~1, (p'1 also is a finitary code, i.e., q> is a finitary isomorphism. 

(Received April 19, 1984.) 
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